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A NEW EXHIBITOR SELLING STRATEGY  

 
THE SITUATION: 
There are two sides to the trade show buy/sell equation.  Exhibitors buy and organizers sell – no news 
flash here.  So let’s quickly review these two sides and the buying and selling environment for each now. 
 

For Exhibitors: 
• Surprisingly, on average 22% of a B2B firms marketing budget goes to trade shows and 

events and frequently it’s the largest line item in the marketing budget.  Therefore this 
expenditure is under increasing pressure to be reduced as other marketing tactics rise in 
popularity and usage (e.g. digital). 
 

• Exhibitors traditionally participate in trade shows to generate new leads, yet new marketing 
technology is generating these leads more cost effectively and thus challenging the budget 
and the need to exhibit at trade shows. 

 
• There is a stronger mandate than ever to measure the effectiveness of marketing 

expenditures. Lead generation and conversion is one of the most difficult to measure as 
many leads take months if not years to convert.  Therefore, when the organizers request to 
sign up when the next trade show comes around, most of the leads from the last show have 
not converted, and an ROI measurement is not possible. (true for other lead sources as 
well). 

   
• While the trade show manager is important in making the decision to exhibit, the actual 

decision to exhibit is greatly influenced or made by 3-5 other managers in the company.  
These managers are higher level executives than the show manager, and while they may 
have attended the show, they likely have not been engaged by the organizer’s sales or 
executive staff and convinced on the overall value of the show.  

 
• To sum up from the exhibitor’s side:  Trade shows are and will remain an important 

marketing tactic, but are under intense scrutiny as they represent a large expenditure of 
time and money and cannot be easily justified from an ROI perspective vs. other lower cost 
marketing tactics. A shifting of marketing budgets is occurring as we speak. 
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For Organizers: 

• Approximately 80% of a show’s revenue comes from exhibitors/sponsorships and this 
revenue generally follows the 80/20 rule – 80% comes from 20% of the exhibitors and these 
are usually the larger firms with multiple decision makers. 
 

• The primary face-to-face sales contact with exhibitors is at the show with the trade show 
manager and not the other decision makers. Further contact is by phone and email, and 
remains focused on the trade show manager even though other decision makers and 
influencers may well decide on exhibiting.  
 

• Organizer’s marketing budget is mostly spent on attendees and not exhibitors leaving the 
sales staff to sell, grow and retain exhibitors using the same old sales methods.  In B2B, 
selling only one person in a multi-decision maker and complex buying situation is fraught 
with dangers because the individual receiving the primary sales effort won’t be able to make 
the decision alone. Also, the sales dynamic may change dramatically when this single point 
of contact leaves. 

 
• Achieving the same or higher show revenue each year is increasing difficult due to exhibitor 

resistance to price increases and retention rates decreasing. Yet, no show organizer that we 
are familiar with ever forecasts fewer exhibitors and/or accepts a lower revenue for the 
next show.  The pressure to hit higher expectations in an increasingly more difficult sales 
environment grows with each show year. 
 

What’s needed? 
If organizers are to find, keep and grow the number of exhibitors and therefore the revenue year 
after year, a more effective and efficient selling strategy is needed.  Fortunately, there is a new B2B 
sales strategy available to organizers, and its Account Based Marketing and Sales. 
 
 
ACCOUNT BASED MARKETING AND SALES  
In the last 3-4 years account based marketing (ABM&S) has swept through the B2B world like a 
Tasmanian devil to where 87% of B2B firms are using this strategy. As many will recognize, ABM&S 
has its roots in Strategic Account Management that sales staffs have been utilizing for years to sell 
and retain key accounts.   
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While initially called ABM with the emphasis on the “M” or “marketing” for lead generation. This 
was expanded to rightfully include the “S” for “sales” as retaining and growing current customers 
should be a key part of this strategy.   
 
How Organizers Should Approach ABM&S 
There are some logical steps in utilizing this strategy, but for organizers one key difference between 
the traditional B2B sales staff is that most of the sales resources are inside sales vs. outside sales.  
Actually, this difference makes the case for adopting ABM&S even more compelling as it partially 
supplants the outside sales resource. 
 
There are books and many white papers written on ABM&S and this blog is not intended to be a 
rehash on how to do it.  We suggest you read up on this strategy, but in the meantime here are the 
generally accepted 7 steps to implement ABM&S once you’re committed to go forward. 
 

1. Target the accounts – prospects and customers are two segments. 
a. Input for targeting should not be exclusively from sales.  

 
2. Identify the buying process as to who are the functional individuals involved in making the 

buying decision.  There might be four or five for organizers: 
a. Trade show manager 
b. Executive who the trade show manager reports to – typically the VP of marketing 
c. Sales VP or other sales involved sales executive 
d. Economic buyer – typically a CFO type 
e. Most senior level executive that is aware and/or participates in the show as a 

speaker, industry expert etc. 
 

3. Gather the contact data on these individuals via direct or indirect means – this data is 
mailing address, email and phone number plus LinkedIn profile/connection. 

a. Don’t rely solely on internal or external lists – confirm by actual contact with the 
company. 
 

4. Develop the most relevant value proposition for each target account and individual 
functional responsibility. 

a. It may be different for prospects vs. customer and industry. 
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5. Develop personas and key benefits for exhibiting at the show for each functional individual 

in the buying process, and educate the marketing and sales team on these personas and 
benefits. 
 

6. Plan a communication cadence that teams the marketing and sales group together and 
divides the roles and responsibility. 

a. A multi-touch and multi-media contact plan works best. 
 

7. Execute and measure results for both short term and long term payoff. 
a. Give it time to work, as you are selling large accounts and decisions do not move 

quickly. 
b. Be serious about measurement. What get measured gets done! 

 
To Sum Up: 
Exhibitors are challenged to justify all marketing and sales expenses more than ever, as they evaluate 
new technology solutions.  This brings into focus the large trade show budgets, their value and ROI.  
Thus, organizers will need to not only sell harder, but more in depth at large clients to retain and 
hopefully grow revenue from each.  Fortunately, the new ABM&S strategy is available for organizers to 
steal from other B2B companies.  It will be the smart organizer who will utilize this selling approach.   
 

John M. Coe 
John has partnered with Direct Hit Marketing and is responsible for adding new trade show clients and 
thought leadership.  John is also Co-Founder and Partner of B2BMarketing.com.  His background 
includes experience in both sales and marketing.  On the sales side, John was a field salesman, national 
sales manager and executive in charge of both sales and marketing for three major B2B firms.  On the 
marketing side, he was president of a B2B direct marketing agency for 10 years, was National Campaign 
Manager at IBM, Sr. VP of B2B at Rapp Collins Worldwide and President of Protocol B2B.  John is also the 
author of The Fundamentals of Business-to-Business Sales & Marketing, published by McGraw-Hill. 
John’s next book co-authored with Steve Juedes, President of DHM is titled Data-Driven Trade Show 
Marketing & Sales for Organizers and Exhibitors is due for publication in early 2018. He can be reached 
at johnc@directhitmarketing.com  or by phone at 602-402-6588. 
 

Direct Hit Marketing 
Direct Hit Marketing (DHM), www.directhitmarketing.com is based in Colorado, and has been providing 
data analytics and consulting services to the trade show, association and event industry for 25+ years.  
We deliver one of three main benefits to organizers: 

• Increase attendance and exhibitor sales 
• Decrease marketing expenses in doing so 
• Provide the ability to predict marketing results 
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